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INTRODUCTION

Asquith Resources Inc. owns a 1005S interest in a group of 
twenty-three contiguous mining claims in north-central Connaught 
Township, District of Sudbury, Ontario and proposed to cover the entire 
property with a system of cut grid lines and various geophysical 
surveys during the winter of 1986-87.

Due to circumstances dictated by a very mild winter which 
caused travel to the property over lake ice to be impossible it was 
necessary to finally mobilize the line cutting and geophysical crew 
to the property by helicopter. The delays encountered prior to reaching 
this decision caused only a portion of the property to be surveyed. 
Costs due to the delays and the necessary air travel on the other hand 
escalated markedly. Though the total costs were as budgeted, only 
approximately one-third of the desired coverage was completed.

This report describes the resultant ground VLF (very low 
frequency) electromagnetic and magnetic surveys completed.

DESCRIPTION OF CLAIMS, LOCATION, ACCESS S PHYSIOGRAPHY

The property consists of 23 unpatented contiguous mining claims 
registered to Asquith Reources Inc., Suite 907, 110 Erskine Ave., Toronto, 
Ontario M4P 1Y4, the holder of Prospector's Licence No. T4759. The 
claims are numbered L918954 to 918976 inclusive and cover 920 acres, 
more or less.

The present survey covered only seven of the claims in the 
group, being numbered as follows, L918966 to L918971 inclusive and 
L918973.

The property is located approximately seven miles northwest 
of the village of Shining Tree on Highway 560. Access is afforded by 
boat travel during the summer months via Michiwakenda and Okawakenda 
Lakes and in normal winters by skidoo travel over the same route. 
The warm winter of 1986-87 caused excessive slush which necessitated 
the chartering of a helicopter from Timmins 60 miles to the north.

Relief is low in the area. Several small streams cross the 
claims, parts of which are also covered by the waters of Burns, Clapper, 
Picket and Mataris Lakes. Vegetation is mixed, second growth birch,
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poplar, jackpine and alder.

PREVIOUS WORK

The "Mataris copper showing" is located in the south-central 
part of the property. The "showing" was discovered in 1913 by Oohn 
Mataris who sank pits and trenches along a zone of copper-bearing 
mineralization. It has been determined that this zone is 200 feet 
long and 120 feet wide. Mineralization includes pyrite, chalcopyrite, 
azurite, malachite, bornite, covellite and sphalerite in a zone of 
intensely silicified and brecciated fragmental rocks which have been 
folded into a north-trending fold-nose along an east-west axis. Laird 
(1934) reported, "interesting gold values   obtained from this deposit". 
Additional exploratory work was carried out in 1956 by Earl Kelly and 
Montgarry Exploration; in 1957 by Bardyke Mines; by Monarch Gold Mines 
in 1965; Coniston Exploration in 1970 and 1973; and in 1977, by Texasgulf 
Inc. It is believed that all of the above work was directed primarily 
toward the discovery of an economic concentration of base metals 
mineralization since only a few gold assays were recorded. In 1956, 
Kelley reported a best assay of 12.35 percent copper and 0.06 OPT gold 
over a core length of 1.5 feet. Texasgulf reported assay results ranging 
from 135 ppb (parts per billion) to 635 ppb in composite samples of 
chips at 1-foot intervals across widths from 10 feet to 25 feet.

In 1971, Active Mines Limited drilled two holes into a north 
west-trending iron formation off the northwest corner of the current 
group of claims. Both holes intersected mineralized quartz "veins". 
One section in hole No. A71-1 assayed 1.71 percent copper with trace 
amounts of gold along a core length of 1.6 feet. This iron formation 
is believed to extend southeastward onto the Asquith property.

In 1949, Bagamac Mines Limited outlined a strong self-potential 
anomoly near the current boundary between claims L 918970 and l 918973. 
Subsequent trenching of the anomoly by Murky Fault Metal Mines Limited, 
in 1967, exposed a broad, pyritized, graphite-rich shear zone. Murky 
Fault abandoned the project but there are unconfirmed reports that 
samples from the old trench carried gold values.
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GEOLOGY

This property is underlain by a series of felsic to intermediate 
metavolcanic flow and pyroclastic rocks. A N500W-striking fault crosses 
the property from a point near the southeast corner of claim L918965 to 
the northwest corner of claim L918973. North of this fault, strikes 
range from N700W to almost east-west. South of the fault strikes vary 
only slightly between N45 0W and N500W. Dips are variably steep to vertical, 
Diabase dikes which strike approximately N200W cut across the various 
series of metavolcanics.

WORK UNDERTAKEN

The work discussed in the following was carried out by those 
in the employ of O.L. Tindale S Associates Inc. or subcontracted thereto. 
The writer supervised this work for Asquith Resources Inc.

Grid lines were cut off of a central east-west baseline at 
a spacing interval of 400 feet. Pickets were erected at chainage points 
every one hundred feet along the lines and the baselines. All claim 
corners and prominent topographical features were tied to the grid.

The V.L.F. electromagnetic survey was conducted using a Radem 
VLF-EM Receiver manufactured by Crone Geophysics Limited. Readings 
were taken at 100 foot intervals along the lines with the receiver tuned 
to U.S.A. navel station transmitting from Cutler, Maine at a frequency 
of 17.8 kHz.

The magnetic data was collected utilizing a GEM Systems Model 
GSM-8 proton magnetometer, with an absolute accuracy of  1 gamma. 
Diurnal drift corrections were made nightly from a Canadian Mining 
Geophysics Model MR 10 base station recorder set up at base on Okawakenda 
Lake. Any changes noted were applies as factors and progressive 
adjustments were made to each reading taken during the respective period 
of time. The base value for the magnetic data was established at 58,000 
gammas.

In total 7.37 miles of line were cut, chained and picketed 
over the seven claims surveyed. 416 stations were occupied during the 
course of the VLF-EM survey and 476 stations were recorded during the 
course of the magnetic survey. All data was collected by David Commanda
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assisted'by Wayne Ocfjick, both of whom reside in Maniwaki, Que. The same
ple cut and chained the lines with assistance from M.O. Tindale of 

549 Manly St., Midland, Ontario. Supervision was provided by the writer 
as well as by Kenneth W. Johnson, geologist and Vice-President of the 
Company.

Upon completion of the work, maps at a scale of l" to 200' were 
prepared by Mr. Johnson and the writer. Magnetic data is presented 
showing corrected values and is contoured at 1,000 gammas. Electro 
magnetic data is plotted showing the in-phase and field strength readings 
with conductors depicted as solid lines through cross-overs and joined 
to adjacent lines where possible.

Field work commenced January 25, 1987 and was completed by 
February 28, 1987. Compilation of data leading to the preparation of 
the accompanying maps and this report took place at intervals over the 
past couple of months   in total not more than four days work.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Electromagnetic conductor axes are outlined on the VLF-EM 
map as profiles with cross-over deciding their position. Cross-over 
direction is from right to left in all cases. The most prominent 
conductors have been labelled as Zones A to C inclusive and are discussed 
individually below.

Magnetic results are flat for the most part aside from the 
north trending higher readings which are interpreted as diabase dikes.

Zone A - extends erratically from line 56E to line 32E in a 
generally westerly to west-southwesterly direction. Amphitudes are 
generally modest though this is the strongest zone on the surveyed 
acreage. There is no magnetic response associated with the conductor. 
This anomoly occupies the approximate location of the.S.P. conductor 
found by Bagamac Mines in 1949 and relocated by Murky Fault Metal Mines 
in 1967. As such it represents in all probability a graphitic shear 
zone.

Zone B - is a two line anomoly of moderate strength crossing 
lines 40E and 36E in a northwesterly direction. Again magnetic responses 
coincident to the conductor are lacking. Geological mapping by the 
Ministry of Natural Resources {Carter MW, 1980, Connaught and Churchill
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Townships OGS 190) have placed a fault of similar strike at this site 
|and the subject Zone may be an expression of this structure.

Zone C - a weak zone which follows a shallow drainage pattern 
out of the southeast end of Picket Lake is probably due to conductive 
overburden.

Other weak single and two line conductors present on the map 
area are considered to be due to topographic effects, ie streams and 
swamps.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The VLF conductors noted above may be the reflection of one, 
or a combination of several geological features including barren or 
weakly mineralized shear or fault zones, graphitic zones or sulphide 
zones. It is known that graphitic shear zones exist in the general 
area from previous reports and that gold values have been reported 
from such an occurance in the vicinity of the Zone A. Given the
possibility of gold being present in these structures, none of the 
conductors should be completely ignored.

Is is recommended that the claims be prospected and geologically 
mapped in detail. It is also recommended that a S.P. survey be completed 
over the existing grid to better outline the graphitic zones and to trace 
their lateral extent. Trenching of the graphitic shears to test for the 
reported gold association would follow the compilation of results of these 
additional surveys.

All of which is respectfully submitted for your information.

29 ' 1 987 X^.L. Tindale, P. Engj^ J.I..HMDAI* i-i l 
Toronto, Ontario ^ Consulting Geologist \ ^--...-~ - ?
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CERTIFICATE

I, Oohn Laverne Tindale, of the City of Toronto, do hereby declare:

1. That I am a Consulting Geologist residing at 110 Erskine Avenue, 
Toronto, Ontario M4P 1Y4.

2. That I graduated of McMaster University in 1956 with a Bachelor 
of Science degree in Honours Geology.

3. That I am a registered Professional Engineer in the Province of 
Ontario.

4. That I assisted in the planning and supervision of the subject 
program and participated in the compilation of data forming the 
basis of this report.

May 29, 1987 
Toronto, Ontario 
Canada

.L. Tindale, P. Eng. 
Consulting Geologist
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